
Elite & Academy
Football

Collect powerful 
performance data.

Tailor your training session, 
match tactics and 
revolutionise player 
performance.



Player 
development
Provide players with an accurate 
assessment of their match fitness. 
Take action to improve player 
cardio, strength and speed. 

Success starts with GPS

Targeted training
Analyse performance by field 
position, understand your weakness 
and respond quickly; create tailored 
training sessions for different 
positions.

Player 
benchmarking
Share data across the team and 
energies player to compete on 
performance metrics; top speed, 
acceleration and intensity.

Field position
Are your players where they 
should be? View heat maps 
and construct winning 
strategies to overcome rivals.

Reduce injury
Know if your players are over 
or under training. Define the 
optimal training load for each 
player. A fit team is a winning 
team.

Facts not 
fiction
Stop guessing, use facts to 
assess your team and 
individual player performances. 

WHY
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Player Tracker
Designed and built in the UK, 
the PitcheroGPS tracker 
records a player's movements 
across the pitch in training or 
matches, recording detailed 
performance data.

02

Cloud Hosting
The data is stored within the 
device and uploaded to the 
cloud using a custom mobile 
app in just a few seconds.

03

Data Analysis
Data is presented to the coach 
and player in an easy to use 
digital platform. No scientific 
jargon, just raw metrics and 
simple graphs providing clear 
insight into each performance.

Global Positioning System
HOW



Record, analyse and improve
METRICS

Intensity Metrics Running speeds

Running zones

Acceleration & deceleration

Max speed

Impacts

Player Positioning Heat map field position

Volume Metrics
Total distance

Total time

Powerful metrics.

Four senses - accelerometer, 
gyro, magnetometer and GPS 
module measure a range of 
movements and performance 
metrics using the latest GPS 
technology.



Everything You Need
IN THE BOX

1x

Coach Tablet
1x

Charging Case
20x

Player Vests
20x

GPS Trackers



Designed for you
PitcheroGPS is designed for elite teams who want 
useful, key data without the scientific jargon. We 
keep it simple but powerful, giving you the 
information coaches and player needs quickly.

Made in the UK
Our devices are designed and built in the UK. Our 
software is constantly being improved based on 
customer feedback and scientific trials.

Awesome support
We provide every customer with telephone support, 
online demos, regular webinars. Plus access to the 
Pitchero Clubhouse which is packed with videos 
and blogs from leading analysis and performance 
experts.

Exceptional value
Our business model it to produce a product which is 
accessible for all teams. We do not focus on the 
professional game or add additional unnecessary costs. 

Experts in Sport & Technology
PITCHERO



Alex Davidson
Business Development Manager

E: a.davidson@pitchero.com
M: 07791 521006

A: Sterling House, Leeds, WF3 1DR

Let’s talk...


